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Have 
brainstorming 
meetings that 
use lots of 
sticky notes 

If you’re serious about identifying new ideas 
(#blueocean), you need to have a meeting that uses 
Post-It notes. Lots of them.

Put them all over the room and have a great 
conversation full of ideas around disruption and new 
business models. 

And then don’t follow through. Just let all those ideas sit 
on those Post-It notes. 

Pro-tip:  Never use yellow Post-It notes ‘cuz those are   
not innovative at all.



Invent new 
senior titles 

Hire a digital innovation sherpa or chief intrapreneur or 
head of ecosystem.

Give them no resources or budget. 

Ensure these folks have cool hair.

Start talking like how you think startups talk.

Adopt a casual dress code. 



Maybe
Not !



A perfect storm

Decarbonization for transport by 2050 will cost 0.5% of 

global GDP. (1)

Deficiencies in Global Cargo Flow cost $150B 

annually.

~1000 lives and ~100 vessels lost at sea each year.

External pressure from customers and regulators.

Access to funding with strings attached. (2)

Profitability continues to erode.

Disruption of business models & new players.

(1) ETC Energy Transitions Commission (2018)
(2) Poseidon principles 

Maritime 
Industry in 
Disruption



Transport is where the S&P was  years back creating a big 
untapped opportunity space 

Transport today

Industry of today consist 
mainly out of tangible asset 
value                    (ships, 
vehicles, infrastructure, etc.)

Transport tomorrow

Future value creation within the 
industry achieved through:

Components of S&P 500 Market Value

Intangible 
assets

Big untapped 
opportunity space =



As with other industries startups will fill most of this untapped 
opportunity space 

Life cycle for industry corporations (*) The average S&P 500 company was 60+ years 
old in mid-50’s -> in 2017 it’s 18 years. 

In 2027 more than 75% of S&P 500 companies 
will be below 10 years of age.

Over the last 12 months we have seen a major 
uptick in startups in the maritime domain and 
startups from other industries that can or are 
already moving in.
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How to own the future digital solutions that will 
drive growth in global trade?

How to monetize large industry and world 
challenges such as safety, cyber security  and 
IMO regulation to decrease CO2?

How to diversify from hardware asset 
investments towards relevant intangible digital 
solutions with exponential upside?

How to access the right entrepreneurial talent to 
drive your returns?

Untapped 
opportunities create 
endless 
possibilities for 
maritime companies 
to future-proof their 
business but…



Before Now
Accelerators & Hackathons

Long-term strategy

One startup at a time

Random startup collaboration

Build ideas and ventures internally 

The world is changing

Focused efforts

Navigating short horizons

Portfolio plays

Structured approach

Build in collaboration or in partnership

 



Big industry challenges 
cannot be solved alone!



Keeping up with startups is like 
drinking from a firehose.



Lessons learned  from 
working with startups



Successful 
corporate-startup 

engagement requires 
a structured approach.



Define Your 
Objectives 
Upfront 01



Defining objectives 
upfront forces you to 
answer hard questions
It may sound obvious, but we have seen our share 
of innovation theatre coming from accelerators, 
hackathons, and startup competitions. Don’t be 
that company.

• Align startup engagement activities with company strategy
• Set up senior governance to ensure hard and soft 

alignment at C-level
• Don’t just define objectives, also define KPIs, including 

intangibles



Put Business 
Units in 
Charge 02



Business units 
implement! 
Innovation teams are wonderful. They align, they 
share, they interpret, they bridge, they discover. 
But business units implement!

• The challenge is that business units are also busy running 
the core business

• Recruit managers who are ‘willing & able’ to engage 
directly with startups

• Involve them to prioritise and define the scope and to 
take active part in selecting the startups, e.g. build a 
sense of ownership

• Scope means the selection criteria you will use to pick 
startups: Tech areas, types of business models, maturity, 
geography, product stage, funding levels

• Equally important: Leave room to discover new things; you 
don’t know what you don’t know

Find pockets of enthusiasm and 
leverage them to demonstrate and 

spread innovation internally

”
Alex Farcet

Partner 
Rainmaking



Take a 
Co-Creation 
Approach 03



Not another 
procurement project, 
not a supplier 
relationship 
Both parties have unique assets to bring to the 
table. Maximise the opportunity by establishing a 
peer-to-peer relationship and by staying 
open-minded, flexible, and adaptive.

• Get used to saying ”We are going to…” instead of ”Here’s 
what you need to do for us…”

• Co-creation means solutions are developed together, 
the startups are not just a supplier fulfiling a specification

• The outcomes are most likely not known upfront. Be 
ambitious, but not prescriptive about how to get there



Adapt the 
Shape of 
Your Funnel 04



From search to 
selection: Adapt your 
startup funnel 

Narrow funnel

• Shortlist of business challenges & 
opportunities (e.g. using AI to improve 
customer service center KPIs)

• Targeted scouting to headhunt 10-20 
relevant startups

• Engagement focused on 1-2 startups with 
clear outcome objectives

Wide funnel

• Broad list of high level areas of 
interest (e.g. sustainability, AI)

• Maximise number of applicants to 
gain more options and higher chance 
of new undiscovered areas 

• Engagement with 10+ startups in 
batch mode with a focus on 
co-creation

The startup funnel has to reflect the breadth and 
focus of your project goals. Programs differ 
based on objectives.



Appoint an 
Internal 
Full-Time 
Program 
Leader 05



The project manager 
can make or break the 
startup engagement 
program
You need both goal-focus and empathy for the 
mothership, because matchmaking is only the 
start. This person should:

• Know the organisation in and out, navigate around 
pockets of resistance, know which business unit leaders 
to engage with

• Be a door opener (and crasher when needed) on behalf of 
the startups

• Understand what’s going on internally, from overall strategy 
to the latest reorganisation



Have 
Empathy for 
Startup 
Founders 06



They are selecting 
you too
There are thousands of accelerators, 
competitions, pitch events, you name it… Startup 
founders get approached almost daily, they too 
are being selective.

• Who will they work with, specifically?
• Is there a budget to implement / pilot?
• What’s the complete deal? Will there be time to work on 

their business as usual? What are the docs they will have 
to sign?

• Is there only one track to work with you? What are the 
options?

• Can you give them detail of your vision, and make it clear 
what types of commercial engagements, investments 
and/or legal structures you'll expect to enter into in the long 
term?



Borrow the 
Best Bits 
from 
Accelerators07



Thousands of 
startups, thousands of 
lessons learned 
Accelerators may have peaked in some 
ecosystems and industries. But 10 years of 
evolution have produced lots of bits to re-use. 

• There’s a reason accelerators are time-bound, and the 12 
week cycle is not a coincidence. That’s how long typical 
most bootcamps last. Intense effort with a clear deadline 
focuses both founders and corporate team members, and 
produces remarkable outcomes fast

• The batch approach maximises program noise and 
creates founder camaraderie (peer-to-peer learning 
consistently ranks in the top three things founders like 
about our programs)

 

• Making the schedule clear upfront. Startups like 
knowing what to expect, both short and long term. 
Thinking ahead is key to keeping logistics tight 
and maximising the time-ROI of both founders 
and sponsors

• And so much more…



Diversify

08



News flash: startups 
fail! 
Overcoming corporate fear of failure is not trivial. 
Use what you have (resources & bandwidth) to 
diversify your innovation portfolio. 

• The best programs are clear to both corporates and 
founders that the engagements may fail, and they move on 
quickly

• Create multiple engagement opportunities with multiple 
startups, thereby improving your chances to find the right fit 

• Tailor how you work with startups across horizons 
of innovation. For incremental growth, you're 
looking for more established startups that are up and 
running and can deliver quickly, with maximum 
consistency. For exploratory areas, you should 
promote partnerships with much earlier stage startups 
with new technologies



You Are 
Always the 
Bottleneck 09



Corporate and 
startup clock 
speeds are off by 
10x
Startups move at different clock speeds. Respect 
your processes but adapt them to drive speed & 
efficiency.

• Before you engage with startups you should have the 
following in place:

- A two-way light touch collaboration agreement
- Fast track procurement process (better yet, none at 

all)
- Pre-approved pilot / commercial engagement 

budget for multiple experiments
- A clearly defined owner of the individual startup 

engagement



9 Lessons Learned From Designing & Executing 100+ 
Corporate-Startup Engagement Programs

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1 Define your objectives upfront
No more innovation theatre

2 Put business units in charge
Business units implement, no one else

3 Take a co-creation approach
Drop the procurement & supplier reflexes

4 Adapt the shape of your funnel
Programs differ based on objectives

6 Have empathy for startup founders
The good ones are selective towards you too

7 Borrow the best bits from accelerators
Accelerators have existed over 10 years, steal from the best

8 Diversify
Don’t put all your startups in one basket

9 You are always the bottleneck
Adapt your clock speed by streamlining processes

5 Appoint a full-time program leader
Find an internal diplomatic bulldog



We make innovation a 
predictable driver of growth
From sourcing ideas, to realizing a $1bn opportunity, we are with you 
on every step of your innovation journey.



What 
we do

Corporate Startup 
Engagements  (CSE)

Internal Innovation Venture Development

We facilitate pilots and 
programs with leading startups 
to unlock commercial value

We help you design, build, and 
execute your corporate 
innovation program to create 
sustained internal capabilities 
to innovate

We help corporations launch 
and scale new ventures, 
disrupt industries and 
deliver growth

1,700+ employees trained 
across 10 global corporations
25 structured CSEs/Pilots 
facilitated

35 internal ventures/projects 
accelerated across 6 corporate 
partners

727 Alumni startups
200+ corporate partners incl.  
80+ Fortune 500 partners
700+ CSE engagements
€501m total funding



We’re a corporate innovation and venture development firm. We 
create, accelerate, and scale new business with the world’s 
leading corporations and entrepreneurs.

Rainmaking at a glance

Dubai
Mexico City
London
Berlin
Rome
Amsterdam
Miami
San Francisco 

Copenhagen 
Dubai
London
Kuala Lumpur
Singapore

 

Berlin
New York 
Mexico City
Cairo
Taipei

Singapore   
Milan 
Cape Town 
Hartford
Melbourne
Taipei
Copenhagen
Cairo

Offices Accelerators

750+ 
Ventures
Since 2006 we’ve helped build 
and scale 750+ companies

88 
Fortune 500 partners
We have partnered with over 15% of the 
Fortune500 to deliver tangible results. 

Our team
Global team of 250+ entrepreneurs, strategists, product experts, 
developers, designers, and investors. 



Join with your industry peers and world 
leading startups to work on common 
goals and identified industry problem 
spaces through a facilitated collaboration 
for measurable outcome.

Drive own margin growth, top-line and 
sustainability with minimal cost and 
significant impact within 6-12 months.

Allow for a new model for business and 
technology experimentation. 

Trade & Transport Impact for
growth through collaboration 

Pursue critical time to value for industry challenges

Safety Efficiency Decarbon-
ization

• Accident prevention
• Safety management 

systems
• Regulatory & Compliance
• Port Security
• Physical Condition 

Management
• Surveillance systems 
• Geofencing & contactless 

verification

• Cargo flow optimization
• Terminal and container 

handling automation
• Orchestrated Port 

Operations
• Vessel Processing
• Robotic Process 

Automation
• Digital Documentation
• Capacity Optimization
• Inland Infrastructure

Co2, CH4 etc. reduction
• Decarbonizing the maritime 

sector and the wider global 
supply chain

• Transparency and 
regulation

• Fuel/energy efficiency and 
alternative sources

• Carbon capture, storage, 
management and trading

• Monetizing and funding 
decarbonization

Hamburg Singapore



With a unique cohort of program partners

Industry and 
services

Operators

Organisational 
&

 eco-systems



Create unfair advantage by spinning-out your 
promising ideas to combine your corporate 
assets, domain expertise  & resources with a 
dedicated team of proven entrepreneurs with  
deep industry experience.

Lean methodology for experimentation over 
detailed planning, customer feedback over 
intuition, & iterative design over “big design up 
front” development

Supercharging your venture through strategic 
alignment and effective risk-reward for every 
stakeholder 

Example June 2019
Wilhelmsen scales ventures with Rainmaking 

End-to-end venture building platform

Spin-out and scale your ideas thru venture building

https://www.wilhelmsen.com/media-news-and-events/press-releases/2019/wilhelmsen-and-rainmaking-innovation-join-forces-to-accelerate-and-scale-maritime-ventures/


3-5 months 4 to 8 months Ongoing

Validation Incubation Commercialization

Minimal ”wowable” product Sustainable new businessValidated growth option 

MINIMUM 
VIABLE CONCEPT

VISUAL 
PROTOTYPE(S)

INVESTMENT CASE

PROBLEM-SOLUTI
ON FIT

MVP TO PILOT

VENTURE TEAM

GO TO MARKET 
STRATEGY

SOFT LAUNCH

LAUNCH

GROW & SCALE

ITERATE

We co-create new ventures in white spaces



?
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13F, No. 1, Nanhai Rd.
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70 Wilson Street

SINGAPORE

22 Cross Street

NEW YORK

140 West Street

CAIRO

Villa 3, Street 207.

COPENHAGEN

Danneskiold-Samsøes Allé 41
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DUBAI
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Erik Christian Lund
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